• 15” High-performance subwoofer with integrated driver and power amplifier technology
• Frequency range down to 37 Hz (-10dB)
• Stacking foot grooves for SW 115E stacks or combinations with SW 215E and Line 212
• High achievable maximum 126 dB (SPL peak/1 m/half room)

The SW 115E – SP is usable as an active ‘Plug & Play’ subwoofer for a variety of purposes when a powerful and sophisticated bass playback with high sound pressure levels is demanded. The SW 115E – SP exhibits a convincing bass supplement for many passive K&F speakers and all models of the active K&F SP-Series.

Characteristics of the SW 115E – SP include its exceedingly precise bass playback, superior bass performance, compact dimensions, and sensible equipment features. The active system electronics include a convection-cooled and highly efficient digital 1 kW power amplifier. They take over the system equalisation, determine the crossover frequency, and optimise the phase response. An extensive limiter section with RMS and peak limiters provides for a high level of operating safety.

The enclosure of the SW 115E – SP is equipped with stacking foot grooves and plastic feet which allow for simple stacking of several SW 115E – SP as well as combinations with the SW 215E and the full-range system Line 212.

The SW 115E – SP is subwoofer system, which ideally interlinks excellent bass playback, high maximum sound pressure, and a compact design. Optimal suited for applications at the highest level.
Further information and data like specifications, manuals, technical drawings as DWG, DXF and PDF files as well as data files for acoustic simulations with Ease and Ulysses are available on our web site www.kling-freitag.de
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All measurements under free field conditions. Frequency diagrams 1/6 octave averaged.
The manufacturer reserves the right to make product alterations to improve product quality without prior notice. Errors excepted.